Ford fusion drivetrain

The Ford Fusion Hybrid is a gasoline-electric hybrid powered version of the mid-sized Ford
Fusion sedan manufactured and marketed by Ford , now in its second generation. A plug-in
hybrid version, the Ford Fusion Energi , was released in the U. The first generation was
launched to the U. The U. The hybrid electric version of the Fusion was announced at the North
American International Auto Show , along with the public introduction of the original Fusion.
The Fusion Hybrid was made available for press testing in December and launched to the U.
During the same month two other new hybrid models also came on sale, the Honda Insight and
the Mercury Milan. The Fusion is the first new hybrid vehicle the Ford brand offered in five
years, and is the second hybrid vehicle after the Ford Escape Hybrid. The Fusion Hybrid is a
"full" hybrid because both propulsion sources, an electric motor powered by a Sanyo supplied
[24] V nickel-metal hydride battery , and a 2. Ford claims that nearly 94 percent energy recovery
is achieved by first delivering full regenerative braking followed by friction brakes during city
driving. Once perceived as a laggard in hybrid technology, Ford now claims nearly hybrid
patents that allow the Fusion Hybrid to achieve 41 MPG on the highway. According to
Hybridcars. Department of Energy :. Motor Trend found that their Fusion Hybrid delivered only
But if you decide to really work at it, they're possible. According to Ford, the vehicle was built to
have a fuel efficiency of 41 mpg in the city and 36 mpg on the highway by EPA standards. On a
single-tank publicity stunt conducted on April , a Fusion Hybrid managed Edmunds' InsideLine
received a Fusion Hybrid as a long-term test car. Many owners complained to Ford about
greatly reduced gas mileage after 9 years of operation because of reduced electric vehicle
operation and increased gasoline engine operation. Ford notified their dealers that they are
investigating a fix:. Do not attempt repairs at this time. According to Edmunds. The objective of
these panel display is to coach drivers on how to optimize the performance of their hybrid by
keeping track of their eco driving improvements. These screens can be configured to show
different levels of driver information, including fuel and battery power levels, and average and
instant fuel economy. The more leaves and vines that appear, the more efficient the driving
behavior is and the more fuel is being saved. Long-term fuel efficiency can also be displayed as
a traditional chart. The left side display shows when the car is in pure-electric mode, and shows
the state of battery charge. In , with the introduction of the second generation Fusion, Ford
redesigned its SmartGauge with EcoGuide system giving it a newer look and new customizable
MyView features. One of the new features, Brake Coach, gives instant feedback on the driver's
braking habits and gives them advice to maximize the efficiency of the regenerative braking
system. Other new features included, Inform, Enlighten, Engage, and Empower. The Fusion
Hybrid was the first full hybrid car sold in Brazil. The new lineup includes three optional engines
for the conventional four-cylinder-only gasoline model, a next-generation hybrid version, and a
plug-in hybrid version, the Ford Fusion Energi. The Ford Fusion became the first production
sedan to offer these three powertrain options. Sales in Europe and Asia, under the Ford Mondeo
name, were planned to start in The nickel-metal hydride batteries used in the hybrid first
generation were replaced with lithium-ion batteries. However, in June Ford announced that it
was downgrading the EPA fuel economy ratings on six of its and model year vehicles, including
all its C-Max, Fusion and MKZ full hybrids and its two plug-in Energi models. The ratings were
lowered after an error was discovered in the company's internal testing data. Ford is making a
goodwill payments to around , customers affected by its mistake. The second generation hybrid
has a powertrain with a 2. The Fusion Hybrid includes driver assistance and technologies based
on sensors, cameras and radar that enable the car to see and respond. Fusion can help drivers
maintain proper lane position Lane Keeping System ; adjust vehicle speed to changing traffic
conditions through adaptive cruise control; active park assist to help identify suitable parking
spaces and help park; and Blind Spot Information System BLIS with cross-traffic alert , which
consists of sensors in both rear quarter-panels that are able to detect traffic in a driver's blind
spot , providing both audible and visual warnings if traffic unseen by the driver is detected.
BLIS technology enables cross-traffic alert, even aiding drivers backing out of parking space
where visibility is obstructed. The Mondeo Hybrid shares the same powertrain of the Fusion
Hybrid combining a 2. Ford set a pricing for the Mondeo Hybrid that is competitive with Mondeo
diesel powertrain variants. A few days later the Environmental Protection Agency said it will
review claims that two new Ford hybrid vehicles are not delivering the advertised 47 mpg. This
reinforces the fact that driving styles, driving conditions, and other factors can cause mileage to
vary. Nevertheless, they are working closely with the agency to determine if any changes are
needed for the industry relative to hybrid vehicle testing. In August , and due to the criticism
and after several lawsuits about the worse-than-expected fuel economy, Ford voluntarily
lowered all three EPA ratings of the C-Max Hybrid and will pay about a rebate to some 32, C-Max
owners. Ford has no plans to change the fuel economy ratings on the Fusion hybrid, because
the company used the Fusion hybrid test to generate the fuel economy label for the C-Max

Hybrid following EPA's rules. A refreshed Fusion Energi is scheduled to be released by mid In
addition to a new fascia and other technological upgrades, the model year has more efficient
electric motors, allowing the refreshed model year Fusion Energi to increase its all-electric
range and to improve its EPA fuel economy ratings. The Fusion Energi uses the same non-turbo
2-liter 4-cylinder engine supplements as the Fusion Hybrid to assist the electric motor. The
EPA's edition of the " Light-Duty Automotive Technology, Carbon Dioxide Emissions, and Fuel
Economy Trends " presents utility factors for plug-in hybrids to represent the percentage of
miles that will be driven using electricity by an average driver, in electric only or blended
modes. Ford notes that with the enhanced electric range of the model year model, the average
Fusion Energi commuter could go the entire day using no gasoline, if the car is fully charged
both before leaving for work and before leaving for home. According to Ford data, currently
most customers are likely charging their vehicles only at home. The refreshed model year
Fusion Energi has an increased EPA rated fuel economy in all-electric mode to 97 miles per
gallon gasoline equivalent MPG-e 2. A police pursuit version achieves 38 mpg, whereas the
regular Interceptor gets 18 mpg. During , the Fusion Hybrid sold in the U. Although the Fusion
Hybrid helped Ford bypass Honda to become the second biggest seller of hybrids in the US
market in the month of December , for the whole year of , Honda sold more hybrid vehicles 35,
units than Ford 33, units and the Honda Insight also outsold the Fusion Hybrid, with 20, units.
For , U. Ford reported that Fusion sales reached , units through July , of which, 7, were the
hybrid version, representing a 5. The introduction of the redesigned model year Fusion, with a
more fuel efficient second generation powertrain, resulted in increased sales of the hybrid
version, and by August , sales were up The Fusion Energi achieved record sales in August Also
during this month, the Fusion Hybrid recorded its best sales month ever in Washington, D. This
rapid increase in sales contributed to Ford achieving its best August electric drive vehicle sales
ever. The redesigned model year Lincoln MKZ hybrid also experienced somewhat stronger
sales during Sales of hybrid electric cars in the U. Following the trend of the hybrid market,
Fusion Hybrid sales were down 5. Sales of the Fusion Energi were up Following the general U.
The American plug-in hybrid market in was up 5. The Fusion Energi ranked as the second top
selling plug-in hybrid in the country after the Chevrolet Volt , up from third place in , and
passing the Toyota Prius Plug-in Hybrid. In , after a redesign which improved efficiency, Ford
Fusion Hybrid sales surged by Since a total of , units of the Fusion hybrid family, including the
Energi plug-in hybrid, have been sold in the United States through December From Wikipedia,
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Mexico. Gasoline : I4 2. Aisin power split device. Hybrid electric FWD Automatic variable gear
ratios , 4 cyl, 2. FWD Automatic 6-spd, 4 cyl, 2. FWD Automatic S6 , 6 cyl, 3. E85 flex-fuel. AWD
Automatic S6 , 6 cyl, 3. E85 prices vary widely by region. Toyota Prius 3rd gen. Honda Civic
Hybrid. Toyota Prius v. Lexus CT h. Honda Insight 2nd gen. The Nissan Altima Hybrid was
available only in California. Source: U. Environmental Protection Agency [37] [38]. Ford C-Max
Energi. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Ford Fusion Hybrid. LTD Crown Victoria.
Crown Victoria. Country Squire. Personal luxury. Sport compact. Escort ZX2. Fiesta ST. Focus
ST. Focus RS. Sports car. The Ford Fusion is a four-door, five-passenger mid-size sedan
manufactured and marketed by the Ford Motor Company. Production on the first Fusions began
on August 1, Versions sold there are available only with the 2. The third generation line-up
includes a gasoline engine option, an EcoBoost engine option, a next-generation hybrid model,
and a plug-in hybrid version, the Ford Fusion Energi , making the Ford Fusion the first
production sedan to offer these four options. Sales of the gasoline-powered and hybrid
versions began in the U. In , the Fusion was the seventh-best selling car in the United States.
The Fusion was the first production car to feature the "new face of Ford" three-bar grille. The
Fusion was heavily based on Mazda designs. In addition, the I4 engine, as well as both 5-speed
transmissions, were designed by Mazda. The Fusion benefitted greatly from this, with
Mazda-like handling and reliability. The Ford designed V6 was actually the only Ford designed
major powertrain or chassis component within the Fusion. Its 3. For , all-wheel-drive became
available on V6 models. The Fusion gained front-seat side airbags , a side air curtain, and a
perimeter alarm as standard features, all of which had previously been available as cost
options. An auxiliary input jack for transmission from a portable audio player was added, along
with some equipment modifications. For the model year, ABS and tire pressure monitoring
became standard features. New optional features included rear parking assist, Ford's SYNC
multimedia and communication system, and ambient interior lighting. The DVD navigation was
replaced with a new generation system featuring voice commands , and for the first time
navigation was available with manual transmission. Several colors were removed and some
others added. For , electronic stability control was added as an option. A new appearance
package with blue trim became available, and revisions were made to the exterior color palette.
For the model year, the S trim was introduced and a manual transmission was newly available

for the S and SE trim levels. These two trims had standard inch alloy wheels, while the SEL trim
had inch alloy wheels standard. The manual transmission was discontinued after in Mexico due
to poor sales. The model year was a very short one in Mexico because the Fusion arrived in
dealerships by late February National Highway Traffic Safety Administration :. Insurance
Institute for Highway Safety :. For the model year, Ford significantly updated the Fusion, [25]
along with the Mercury Milan and Lincoln MKZ , [26] with new front and rear end fascia designs
[27] [28] and interior and powertrain revisions. Powertrain options are similar to those that
debuted on the Ford Escape , including the new 2. The 3. The I4 and 3. On May 28, , the NHTSA
issued a statement that the stacking of all-weather floor mats from any manufacturer on top of
the factory floor mat could cause accelerator entrapment. Further, drivers are reminded to
ensure that any driver-side floor mats whether they are the carpeted floor mat or all weather
floor mat are properly installed and restrained by the retention hooks on the floorboard.
Depending on vehicle and floor mat design, it is possible for unsecured floor mats to interfere
with accelerator or brake pedals in a wide range of vehicles. Therefore, NHTSA reminds all
drivers of all makes and models to check the driver-side floor mats for secure installation and to
follow all manufacturer instructions for installing the mats. The investigation was opened in
response to over complaints where motorists reported the sudden loss of power steering while
driving. An estimated , vehicles are included in the investigation. The investigation is ongoing.
The Ford Fusion Hybrid is a gasoline-electric hybrid powered version of the mid-size Fusion
sedan launched to the U. In city driving a full tank delivers miles. This credit phased out on April
1, The redesigned Fusion is built on the Ford CD4 platform and is an example of Ford's global
car strategy "One-Ford", with design led by Ford of Europe , started with the Focus and then the
extension of Fiesta production, which both came into North America in Like the previous
generation Fusion, the final assembly takes place at Hermosillo Stamping and Assembly ,
Hermosillo , Sonora , Mexico. Due to strong sales of the redesigned year model, additional
capacity was added in Flat Rock Assembly Plant , Michigan. The hybrid version and the Fusion
Energi plug-in hybrid will continue to be assembled in Mexico. In international markets, a
three-cylinder 1. In contrast to the front double wishbone suspension of the first generation
Fusion, at front are MacPherson struts , and at rear is a multi-link rear suspension. Ford
assembled five different powertrains for the second generation, including two hybrid variants.
All available engines are four-cylinder offerings, dropping the previous model's 3. In the update,
the Sport model returned, powered by a 2. The second generation Fusion introduced several
driver assistance technologies based on sensors, cameras and radar. BLIS technology enables
rear cross-traffic alert , aiding drivers backing out of parking space where visibility is
obstructed. For the model year the main alteration was that a 1. The Fusion introduced a revised
2. The new line-up also includes a next-generation hybrid version, and a plug-in hybrid version,
the Ford Fusion Energi. The Ford Fusion became the first production sedan to offer these three
options. For the second generation Fusion Hybrid the nickel-metal hydride batteries used in the
hybrid first generation were replaced with lithium-ion batteries. This rating is also the same
Ford achieved for the Ford C-Max Hybrid , as both hybrids share the same engine and
drivetrain. Ford updated the Fusion for the model year. All Fusions received new packages, new
front and rear end styling, a new rotary-controlled automatic transmission, and two new trim
levels of the gasoline-powered Fusion: the high-performance Sport , which marks the first time
that a V6 engine has been installed into a second-generation Fusion, and the Platinum , which
adds more luxury features onto the previously top-of-the-line Titanium trim level the Platinum is
also available for both the Fusion Hybrid and Fusion Energi models. Ford again updated the
Fusion for the model year. This version debuted at the New York International Auto Show , set
to go on sale in late summer The Fusion adds Ford's "Co-Pilot " safety suite as standard on all
models. It includes automatic emergency braking, lane-keeping assist, blind-spot and
rear-cross-traffic warning systems, automatic highbeams, and automatic wipers. The new
models have updated front and rear styling. The 1. The Hybrid is no longer available in base S
trim, and the Energi is available only in Titanium trim. The Energi model's battery range will
increase from 22 miles to 25 miles, and the battery may take less space in the trunk. For the
model year , the Fusion lineup has been condensed. All trim levels offer a higher level of
standard equipment, as well as fewer options. The S trim level is powered by a 2. SE and SEL
trims are powered by the 1. Gasoline-only Fusion models use a six-speed automatic
transmission. All Fusion Hybrid and Fusion Energi models are exclusively offered with front
wheel drive FWD , while select gasoline-only Fusion models are offered with all wheel drive. The
Sport and its 2. In , Ford recalled Ford Fusion with 1. On May 15, , Ford recalled about , Ford
Fusion with the 2. If the transmission shift lever safety cable becomes loose, the vehicle will
falsely register that the transmission is in 'Park', and will not show a warning message or sound
a warning chime upon removal of the ignition key, and could also pose a rollaway risk. In , Ford

began plans to discontinue the Fusion along with its other sedans in North America over the
following years, as part of a plan to focus more on SUVs and trucks. The performance-oriented
Fusion Sport was discontinued after the model year, with Ford focusing "on more popular
styles" of the Fusion. For the introduction of the Generation 6 body design in , the vehicles were
updated to match the second generation Fusion. The Generation 6 body styles were also meant
to closer resemble the production versions of their respective vehicles. Ford attempted to use a
fuel cell version of the Fusion, Ford Fusion Hydrogen , to set a land speed record on August
10â€”17 during Bonneville Speed Week in The car was driven by retired Ford engineer Rick
Byrnes, a long time Bonneville racer. According to Ford, consumer response to the Fusion had
exceeded their expectations, [] with 30, sold during the first quarter of By October , the Fusion
became one of the top ten best-selling cars in the U. An article reflecting on the retirement of
the Taurus however noted that whatever its faults, Ford did sell a large volume of them, and at
the time production ended, the Taurus was still outselling the smaller Fusion and larger Ford
Five Hundred combined, thanks to Taurus' large fleet sales. Ford also sells the Fusion in Mexico
and Brazil. In Brazil, it became the highest-selling car in its class in From Wikipedia, the free
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has media related to Ford Fusion Americas. LTD Crown Victoria. Crown Victoria. Country
Squire. Personal luxury. Sport compact. Escort ZX2. Fiesta ST. Focus ST. Focus RS. Sports car.
So how do you find out what problems are occurring? Any duplicates or errors? It's not us.
Don't waste your time wasting ours! If you are interested in advertising a for-profit service,
contact us. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page
Email this page. Add Complaint. Prior to recall notice; on husband noticed coolant L level down
at approximately 7, miles. Went to local Ford dealer to purchase coolant. While there dealer
asked several questions concerning specifics; like, is coolant leaking from your engine and is it
visible on the ground; husband said no. Retuned home with coolant and filled the reservoir.
January 18th, , receive recall notice from Ford advising coolant may be intruding into the
cylinders; advising to contact local dealer for service. January 23rd called the scheduled
another appt for January 29th. January 29th , mcspadden Ford had vehicle for 4. Upon pick up
of vehicle, service manager advised they put car up on lift to look for leaks, negative. Hooked up
computer and ran car for 20 minutes looking for anything unusual, no problems found. In
process boke a spark plug that was replaced at no charge. Service manager advised they did
not find anything to fix; we should just drive it like normal. Driving home at 1. Car left again at
the shop at Started the car whether manual or by remote start a powertrain malfunction will
come on my Ford pass app. Also on the dashboard it will say shift system fault. Once I put the
car in drive the service light disappears. The vehicle was in my driveway stationary. On 2 other
occasions September 18 and September 25 the car was in my driveway stationary. I started the
car manually car would not start no engine turn over but car start stop button would be green as
if car was running. The dashboard would say full accessory mode active, transmission not in
park, shift system malfunction. The car dashboard would say the car was in drive but the turn
dial gear would show park. The car gear dial was also locked and would not turn. If I took off the
emergency brake the car would roll backwards. Also I could not turn the car off after that. After
60 min the car showed it was going to turn off in 15 min to save power. Once it turned off. The
car would start and engine would turn over as if nothing happend. I also have video of both
times car would not start. Search CarComplaints. Ford Focus ignition Ford Explorer
transmission engine complaint electrical issue heater complaint transmission complaint paint
defect Fusion recall. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:. Subaru Tesla
Toyota Volkswagen Volvo. Research By Category Body Style. Start a Loan Request Form
Today! New Cars. By Make. Escape Expedition Explorer F Super Duty F Focus Focus Electric
Freestar Freestyle. GT Taurus. New By Year. Used By Year. Filter Results reset. Engine Hybrid 3.
Drivetrain AWD 2. FWD 8. Model Fusion 9. Fusion Energi 1. Trim S 1. SEL 2. Titanium 4. Quick
Specs. Engine Regular Unleaded I-4, 2. Drivetrain Front Wheel Drive. Passenger Capacity 5.
Passenger Doors 4. Body Style 4dr Car. Transmission Transmission: 6-Speed Automatic.
Dimensions Vehicle. Base Curb Weight lbs Front Hip Room in Front Leg Room in Second
Shoulder Room in Second Head Room in Front Shoulder Room in Second Hip Room in Front
Head Room in Second Leg Room in Wheelbase in Track Width, Rear in Height, Overall in
Length, Overall in Track Width, Front in Fuel Economy Fuel Tank. Fuel Tank Capacity, Approx
gal Performance Specs Engine. Engine Order Code Engine Type Regular Unleaded I
Displacement 2. Final Drive Axle Ratio :1 3. First Gear Ratio :1 4. Sixth Gear Ratio :1 0. Trans
Description Cont. Fourth Gear Ratio :1 1. Trans Order Code 44W. Second Gear Ratio :1 2.
Reverse Ratio :1 2. Again NA. Fifth Gear Ratio :1 1. Trans Type 6. Third Gear Ratio :1 1. Brake
Type 4-Wheel Disc. Rear Brake Rotor Diam x Thickness in Disc - Rear Yes or Yes. Drum - Rear
Yes or NA. Front Brake Rotor Diam x Thickness in Disc - Front Yes or Yes. Steering Type
Rack-Pinion. Turning Diameter - Curb to Curb ft Spare Tire Size NA. Front Wheel Size in 16 X 6.
Spare Wheel Material NA. Front Wheel Material Steel. Rear Wheel Size in 16 X 6. Rear Wheel
Material Steel. Spare Wheel Size in NA. Suspension Type - Front Strut. Suspension Type - Rear
Cont. Suspension Type - Rear Multi-Link. Suspension Type - Front Cont. Safety Features Safety.
Air Bag-Frontal-Driver Yes. Air Bag-Frontal-Passenger Yes. Brakes-ABS Yes. Daytime Running
Lights Yes. Traction Control Yes. Night Vision No. Rollover Protection Bars No. Fog Lamps No.
Parking Aid No. Tire Pressure Monitor Yes. Back-Up Camera Yes. Stability Control Yes. Back-Up
Camera. Warranty Warranty. Basic Years 3. Corrosion Years 5. Drivetrain Years 5. Roadside
Assistance Years 5. Other Specs Electrical. Looking for other models of the Ford Fusion?
Compare the Ford Fusion against the competition. S FWD. SE AWD. SE FWD. Titanium AWD.
Titanium FWD. Gas Mileage. Regular Unleaded I Intercooled Turbo Premium Unleaded I
Intercooled Turbo Regular Unleaded I Front Wheel Drive. All Wheel. Passenger Capacity. All
Rights Reserved. Stock photography by izmo, Inc. Read our Cookie Policy. Make Model Year.
Vehicle History. Vehicle Listing Details. Transfer of vehicle from another location to your
neighborhood Enterprise Car Sales may require payment of a non-refundable transfer fee to
begin the process. Contact a Sales Consultant for details. Call us for further details or stop by

today for a test drive! Coverage runs concurrently with manufacturer warranty. Restrictions
apply. Vehicles subject to prior sale. We make every effort to provide accurate information
including but not limited to price, miles and vehicle options, but please verify with your local
Enterprise Car Sales location before purchasing. Current mileage may vary due to test drives
and vehicle relocation. Used vehicles were previously part of Enterprise short term rental, lease
fleet or purchased by Enterprise from other sources including auto auctions, with previous use
possibly short term rental, lease or other. That's why we never charge last-minute, bogus fees.
We believe in treating you better--we think you should be able to get the right car at the right
price without worrying about fees taking the joy from the ride. Plus, get your car delivered as
soon as the next day with our Touchless Delivery process designed to keep you safe. I worked
with Eduardo and James and they were excellent. Eduardo took time to listen to the car I wanted
and what my needs were for this vehicle. Thank you for a great experience. A good experience.
They explained the preparation of the car, Carfax and warranty. As stress-free as is possible.
Contact the dealer for delivery details, restrictions and costs. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for
sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Engine
Details Transmission Automatic 8, Manual Cylinders 4 cylinders 7, 6 cylinders Fuel Economy.
Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings with recent price drops. Are You
Getting a Good Deal? No accidents. Know The Deal. Dealer Review: I worked with Eduardo and
James and they were excellent. Dealer Review: A good experience. New Listing. Showing 19 - 36
out of 8, listings. Overall Consumer Rating. Looking forward to taking a small get away when we
are not having to stay home. Learn more about the Ford Fusion. The used Ford Fusion received
an average score of 4 out of 5 based on consumer reviews at Edmunds. If you want to learn
more about the Ford Fusion, read Edmunds' expert review. Where to buy a used Ford Fusion?
Shoppers just like you have reviewed dealerships near you. Now that you've found the right
vehicle for you, you can find the best place to buy a used Ford Fusion. Great news! Shopping at
one of these dealerships means you'll receive the highest level of customer service. Price,
mileage, and condition are all important factors to consider when buying a used Ford Fusion.
Edmunds found 15 Good, and 3 Fair deals near you, so you can be sure to get the best price.
We also recommend reading Edmunds' consumer reviews to find common problems, and
paying for an independent inspection to make sure the used Ford Fusion you're buying doesn't
have any problems that need addressing. Consumer reviews are a great resource for
determining how reliable a used Ford Fusion will be. Out of consumer reviews of the used Ford
Fusion available at Edmunds, 24 are one-star reviews. Take a look at those reviews first, as
they're most likely to describe reliability issues with the vehicle. Read more. Sign Up. We could
not find any vehicles that matched your search criteria. Here
kei hin carburetor diagram
kodiac quad
2006 ford upfitter switches wiring diagram
are a few things you can try to do to help you find what you're looking for:. Start a new search.
Some content provided by and under copyright by Autodata, Inc. Home Washington Seattle
Ford Fusion. By Make. New Search. Filters Year. All Years Any 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, Certified
Pre-Owned Only. Top Deals Only. Car Type. Body Type All. Pickup Truck. Crew Cab. Extended
Cab. Regular Cab. Plug-In Hybrid. High Performance. Vehicle size. Fuel Type. Fuel type. Flex
Fuel. Natural Gas CNG. Drive Types. Front-Wheel Drive. Rear-Wheel Drive. All-Wheel Drive.
Number of gears. Number of Cylinder. Dark Gray. Light Green. Light Gray. Dark Green. Light
Blue. Dark Brown. Dark Blue. Light Brown. Bothell , WA - 18 mi. More Details. Auburn , WA - 22
mi. Tacoma , WA - 29 mi. Prev 1 - 10 of Here are a few things you can try to do to help you find
what you're looking for: 1. Remove some filters 2. Try expanding your search radius miles 3. Try
a different zip code 4. Ford Fusion In Nearby Cities. Back to top.

